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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an obstacle detection method for 3D imaging sensors by supervised Laplacian
eigenmap manifold learning. The paper analyses the depth ambiguity problem of 3D depth images firstly,
then the ambiguity boundary line and intensity images are used to eliminate ambiguity and extract the
non-ambiguity regions of depth image. 3D information without ambiguity is applied to the manifold
learning stage directly, and we use a biased distance in supervised Laplacian eigenmap to realize a
non-linear dimensionality reduction of the depth data. In the experiment, 3D coordinate information
of obstacles and non-obstacles is used as training data of manifold learning respectively. Experiment
results show that our model can effectively eliminate the depth ambiguity of 3D imaging images and
realize obstacle detection and identification, the method also shows good stability to 3D imaging noise.
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1 Introduction
As a new 3D data measuring technique, the application of time-of-flight 3D imaging sensors
in the obstacle detection problem is becoming a hot research area, and TOF has showed great
potential in the computer vision field. Obstacle detection is crucial for Automated Guided Vehicle
navigation (AGV), intelligent robot moving and motion tracker [1, 2, 3, 4]. Compared to common
2D imaging sensors, TOF sensors have many superiorities. Depending on illumination conditions,
surface materials, and object orientations, the appearance of objects in a 2D image varies greatly,
but the 3D information of objects is invariant to those factors [5].
In recent years, TOF 3D imaging sensors have been widely used in the obstacle detection
problem. In order to adapt to the obstacle detection and segmentation problem, the Method
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introduced in [6] converted the TOF depth values to 3D point clouds in their AGV coordinate
frame. By integrating different pedestrian samples in the scene, a Pedestrian-Scene Map (PS Map)
is learnt to measure ground/non-ground regions and other scene information [7]. An effective
obstacle extraction mechanism is proposed to capture obstacles by various object proprieties
revealing in the depth map [8]. A practical framework is proposed to estimate road surface
and obstacle [9], which has a very high accuracy. An obstacle detection system presented in
[10] can handle non-flat road surface detection problem and is robust to illumination condition.
Combining range and intensity images enables an fast and accurate object segmentation, many
useful information such as distances, obstacle types can also be obtained [11].
However, there are still many problems in the actual use of TOF data, TOF imaging sensors
derive the depth images via computing the phase offset between the emission signal and the re-
flected signal. The data itself has many critical problems, such as optical noise, low resolution,
depth ambiguity problem and so on [12]. Many researches have been done to enhance the quality
of depth images. Traditional multi-frame superresolution method is used to enhance depth image
resolution and reduce noise [13, 14]. A method that combines TOF ranger sensor and passive
stereo performs well for high accuracy depth maps [15]. Combing luminance information with
depth images can efficiently solve the non-stationary noise estimating problem within depth im-
ages [16]. There are other ways which combined color images together with depth images [17, 18].
As for the depth ambiguity problem, there is a method which integrates intensity images with
depth images after segmentation [19] to eliminate depth ambiguity. Analyzing depth images with
two different modulation frequencies within a single capture also proved to be useful to avoid the
ambiguity problem [20].
For such problems as AGV, intelligent robot moving and so on, improving the quality of depth
images elaborately will cost a of time while it has no obvious effect on the detection results.
And the methods mentioned above are all very complex. In our experiments, we focus on the
most crucial defect of depth images on the obstacle detection problem: depth ambiguity. We
try to find the first ambiguity boundary line of depth cycles on the depth image, then eliminate
the information with ambiguity, and extract the non-ambiguity regions. Then we use supervised
Laplacian eigenmap to realize nonlinear dimensionality reduction of depth images and obstacle
detection.
All the methods forementioned about obstacle detection via TOF 3D imaging sensors did not
reckon for the intrinsic topological relation and underlying manifold structure of TOF 3D data. In
fact, many high-dimensional data is embedded in a low-dimensional nonlinear manifold structure,
and this low-dimensional manifold might be the same as the manifold in human’s recognition.
Compared to other linear dimensionality reduction methods, such as principal component analysis
(PCA), independent component analysis (ICA) and Fourier Transform, Laplacian eigenmap is
better in preserving the topological relation of original 3D data and making use of the underlying
manifold structure of TOF data. TOF and manifold learning have cooperated very well for some
applications, such as human body trackingactivity recognition and posture estimation [21, 22,
23]. Using Laplacian eigenmap to find a low-dimensional representation that best preserves the
intrinsic topological relation and local structure properties of TOF data can reduce the complexity
of processing. At the same time as a method of machine learning, manifold learning is insensitive
to noise, which makes this approach robust and stable to process TOF data.
In our experiment, obstacle and non-obstacle samples are marked on the depth images after
ambiguity elimination as training samples, then we use new depth images with median filtered to
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perform obstacle detection. Experiment results show that after manifold learning, we can detect
the positions and shapes of the obstacles with a high accuracy rate, and the method also shows
its good stability and flexibility.
2 Depth Ambiguity Elimination
The 3D imaging system computes distances by measuring the phases of cosine wave, so the
measured distances are periodic. When the modulation frequency is 20 MHz, the interval of
the distance periodicity is 7.5m. So we must determine which distance periodicity every pixel
locates in, thus the correct distances can be obtained. The range image obtained by the system
has an obvious characteristic: when the actual distance changes from near to far, the distance
is periodic. From near to far, if the distance periodicity is labeled as Cn (n = 1, 2, 3, ), then
at the boundary of the two distance periodicities Cn and Cn+1, the distance changes suddenly
from large to small. According to this characteristic, for the scanning laser ladar data, the range
ambiguity can be eliminated by range gradient [24]. The algorithm is: for a range image, scan
from bottom up, find the points where the distance changes suddenly from big to small of every
column. Then the distance periodicity of every point can be determined. The advantage of this
method is that it only need single frame of image to eliminate the distance ambiguity, and the
calculation amount is small. In this paper, we use a pseudo color image to represent a depth
image, the color changes from blue to red, which means the distance is getting farther. Fig. 1
shows the ambiguity phenomena of outdoor scenes.
Fig. 1: Ambiguity phenomena of outdoor scenes
3 Laplacian Eigenmap Dimension Reduction
In depth images produced by time-of-flight imaging sensors, the information of each pixel contains
(X, Y , Z) coordinates. Thus if process the data directly, we will get a high-dimensional data
space. Moreover, considering that many high-dimensional data is embedded in a low-dimensional
nonlinear manifold structure, and this low-dimensional manifold might be the same as the man-
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ifold in human’s recognition. So we attempt to apply manifold learning to obstacle detection
problems by TOF depth images.
In this paper, we use k-nearest neighborhood method and a biased distance [25] to reconstruct
the weight graph, and supervised Laplacian eigenmap is applied to realize graph embedding.
3.1 Graph reconstruction
Given a database X[(x1, c1), (x2, c2), ...(xn, cn)], where xi ∈ RD, i = 1...n, and ci is sample class
label, here ci is the label of depth image sample (obstacle or non-obstacle). Y[y1, y2...yn] is the
corresponding low-dimensional of X, where yi ∈ Rd, i = 1...n, d ≪ D. K-nearest neighborhood






), xi ∈ Nk(xj) ∨ xj ∈ Nk(xi)
0, otherwise
(1)
where, W(i, j) is the weight neighborhood matrix, d∗ is biased distance [25] different from the
traditional Euclidean distance, which is defined as:
d∗(i, j) = d(i, j)f(i, j), (2)
where, d(i, j) = ∥xi − xj∥is the Euclidean distance. f(i, j) = P (i,j)+νmaxijP (i,j)−P (i,j)+ν , P (i, j) = τ |ci −
cj|, ν is noise and τ is control parameter. We use biased distance d∗ to choose the k-nearest
neighborhood of sample xi, which can effectively reduced the errors brought by using Euclidean
distance d(i, j).
3.2 Supervised Laplacian eigenmap
If the samples are evenly sampled from the low-dimensional manifold which is embedded in high-
dimensional space, then the Laplacian Beltrami operator on the manifold can be approximated
by the Laplacian matrix of graph. The eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of
Laplacian matrix is the discrete approximation of the Laplacian operator on manifold. The weight
neighborhood graph encodes the local geometric features and the underlying manifold properties
of the 3D information, and the key point of manifold embedding is to keep the underlying manifold





∥yi − yj∥2Wij = YTLY, (3)
where L is the graph Laplacian matrix of weight matrix W and L = D−W, Dii =
∑
j Wij, D is
a diagonal matrix. We use Wi,j to punish the neighbor points which are far away from each other
after the mapping, which ensures that the neighborhood points are still next to each other after
the mapping. Then we get the optimal low-dimensional embedding by minimizing the eigenvalue
of the graph Laplacian matrix. Combine the sample classification information of the 3D depth





∥yi − yj∥2Wij + λ
∑
i,j
∥yi − yj∥2Ωij (4)
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where, λ is a scalar constant and Ω contains the supervised information of 3D sample labels,





), xi ∈ Nk(xj) ∨ xj ∈ Nk(xi)
0, otherwise
(5)
Then we get the optimal embedding by minimizing the eigenvalue of L+λL̃, and L̃ is the Laplacian
matrix of Ω.
4 Experiments
In our experiment, we use 3-dimensional non-scanning imaging sensor Swiss Ranger SR-3000 to
capture 3D information. The system uses Time-of-flight principle to measure distance, with 0.6
µmCMOS/CCD image sensor, and the space resolution is 144×176. For the modulation frequency
of 20 MHz, the non-ambiguity range equals to 7.5m. The experimental results presented in this
paper are all based on a sinusoidal modulation of the emitted optical signal with a frequency of
20MHz.
First, we use the method proposed in Part 2 to realize ambiguity elimination of depth images.
Examples of this process are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Depth images without ambiguity
From Fig. 2 we can see that our method can effectively eliminate the ambiguity regions in
the depth image and keep the non-ambiguity parts completely. Take the third scene in Fig. 2
as an example, we show its three-dimensional display of distance information Z in Fig. 3. From
the figure we can see that before ambiguity elimination, the distance values within the ambiguity
regions are confusion and irregular, while after ambiguity elimination, only regular distance values
left. This can also illustrate the effectiveness of our method from another view.
After depth ambiguity elimination, we use supervised Laplacian eigenmap to realize dimension-
ality reduction of 3D data. In the training stage, we choose 800 obstacle samples and non-obstacle
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Fig. 3: Three-dimensional display of Z. (a) Before ambiguity elimination, (b) After ambiguity elimination
samples with the size 8× 8 respectively as training samples. Every sample directly contains the
whole 3D information captured by the TOF imaging sensor: X, Y and Z, where Z is the distance
between the target and the sensor. In Fig. 4, the black square shows the training samples.
Fig. 4: (a) The non-obstacle samples, (b) and (c) the obstacle samples
Fig. 5: Detection results corresponding to different numbers of training samples (200, 400, 600, 800)
In the testing stage of manifold learning, the algorithm automatically segments depth images
without ambiguity into data blocks with the same size 8× 8 as training samples. For the regions
around the ambiguity boundary line, the scan space between adjacent blocks is 4, which may
cause a little data overlapping, but the precision of the algorithm is increased. To the blocks, the
number of whose valid pixels is less than 64, we choose 50 as a threshold and preserve the blocks
with more than 50 valid pixels in them.
In order to determine the optimal number of training samples, we set the training number to
be 200, 400, 600 and 800 respectively in the experiment. The detection results under different
circumstances are shown in Fig. 5.
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Table 1: Accuracy rates corresponding to different numbers of training samples
sample number 200 400 600 800
accuracy rate 95.95% 97.68% 98.81% 99.34%
In Fig. 5, from left to right, the number of training samples is 200, 400, 600, 800. From the
detection results we can see, as the training number increases, the detection results become more
complete, and the number of missing and error points falls. During the experiment, when the
training number is 200 or 400, the detection result varies greatly with different training samples.
When the training number reaches 600, the algorithm begins to show its good stability. From the
accuracy table Table 1, we can see that the algorithm always keeps a high classification accuracy
rate. Considering the stability and error rate, we set the final training number to be 800 and do
not increase the number.
In the form shown in Fig. 6, we overlap the experiment result with the depth image to check
the correspondences of the detected obstacles and the actual obstacles in position and shape.
Fig. 6: The overlapping of the experiment result and the depth image
Fig. 7: Results of obstacle detection
In Fig. 6, the image at the top left corner is the experiment detection result, and the lower left
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one is the corresponding depth image and the right image is the overlapping result. From the
overlapping image we can see that the experiment result can show the position of the obstacles
rightly and represent the obstacle’s shape in general. In this overlapping way, the results of some
scenes are shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8: 3D coordinate values of obstacles
Finally, we can obtain the coordinate values (X, Y, Z) of the obstacles in the 3D coordinate
frame, where Z represents the distance between obstacles and sensors. The distance is measured
in millimeters. As is shown in Fig. 8, the location of obstacles is complete. From the coordinate
information we can see that the widths of the two obstacles are about 500mm and 640mm,
the heights of the two obstacles are about 1300mm and 1600mm, and their distances from our
observation point are about 4700mm and 4400mm. These 3D values are all important information
in the obstacle detection and avoidance problem.
Experiment result shows that the model we introduced in this paper can effectively eliminate the
depth ambiguity of time-of-flight depth images and realize obstacle detection and identification.
During the whole process, we only did an easy median filter to depth images and the results
show that manifold learning method has an ideal noise stability. Moreover, from the experiment
detection results shown in Fig. 6, we can see that there are some “pseudo obstacles points” (the
points in black circles) in the image. But these points are located around the ambiguity boundary
line, which is because the measured depth values are not stable around the line, so they are not
real “error points”. Moreover, from Table 1 we can see that even when the training number is very
low, the algorithm always keeps a high accuracy rate, which shows the stability and superiority
of the algorithm.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we applied the 3D information produced by time-of-flight camera into outdoor
obstacle detection problems. After the depth ambiguity elimination stage, we use supervised
Laplacian eigenmap manifold learning to realize data dimensionality reduction and obstacle iden-
tification. The experiment results are satisfying and can show positions and shapes of the obstacles
generally. From the 3D coordinate values of the obstacles we can tell the widths, heights and
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distances of the obstacles, these are very important information to the obstacle detection and
avoidance problem. As a new and promising technique, time of flight principle is playing an more
and more important role in the field of computer vision. Our method can also provide a reference
for further study of obstacle detection problem via time-of-flight 3D imaging sensors.
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